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Cover image: Photograph of greater Canberra from Mount Ainslie Lookout looking southwest down ANZAC Parade towards Ole Parliament 
House and Parliament House. Image supplied by Steven Petkovski—Geoscience Australia. 
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Forward 
To celebrate the establishment of the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) fossil emblem take this self-guided tour to 
a number of interesting geological locations around metropolitan Canberra and surrounds. 

While some of these locations are relatively close to each other, and can be reached by walking or cycling, it is 
recommended you travel by car to locations farther apart. 

These are only a few of the interesting geological locations around the Canberra metropolitan area. There are 
many more spectacular sites around the ACT and surrounds to be explored. 
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Fossil emblem candidates 

1. State Circle Road Cutting (State Circle Shale; candidate Monograptus exiguus) 

Location: 

About half way between Parliament House (Capital Hill) and Old Parliament 
House – Federation Mall, Capital Hill ACT 

Cutting in north-eastern part of State Circle between Commonwealth Avenue and 
Kings Avenue. There is a viewing platform between the Federation Mall bridges, 
on the Parliament House side of the State Circle. 

Coordinates: 
(viewing platform) 

35°18'18.00"S 149°07'37.96"E 
Zone 55S E 693404 N 6091057 – Elevation:604.4 m 

Lithology: 

Mudstone, Shale, Siltstone, Sandstone (fine to coarse-grained) 

State Circle Shale - Shale, Sandstone  

Camp Hill Sandstone Member - Sandstone 

Stratigraphy: 
[Canberra Formation > Narrabundah Ashstone Member] 
Canberra Formation > Camp Hill Sandstone Member 
State Circle Shale 

Age: 
[440.8 Ma to 438.5 Ma] 
443.8 Ma to 438.5 Ma 
443.8 Ma to 440.8 Ma 

Depositional 
environment: 

State Circle Shale: Deep marine 

Camp Hill Sandstone Member: shallow-marine shelf 

Fossils: Yes (rare) 
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Figure 1 Satellite image of the southern shoreline of Lake Burley Griffin near Capital Hill and the Parliamentary triangle – 
source MinView; minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au. 

 
Figure 2 The State Circle Road Cutting, with Old Parliament House and Mt Ainslie in the background. 

https://minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au/
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Figure 3 The State Circle Shale, which underlying the layered Camp Hill Sandstone. 

This spectacular road cutting is registered as a National Geological Monument by the Australian Heritage 
Commission. Please do not remove samples, or damage the rock face. 

The State Circle Shale is the highly deformed rock layer at the base of this cutting, up to and including the buff-
coloured layer in the middle of the image. It is a deep-water marine slumped shale, and was deposited about 435 
Ma ago. 

The angular unconformity between the underlying State Circle Shale and the overlying thinly bedded, shallow-
water Camp Hill Sandstone Member of the Canberra Formation marks the transition from the Benambran to the 
Tabberabberan tectonic cycle. 

 
Figure 4 Fossil specimen of Monograptus exiguous. 

The State Circle Shale contains the graptolite Monograptus exiguus, though fossils are extremely rare at this site. 
This same rock layer extends at least 300 m to the northeast. In 1958, when a trunk sewer tunnel was excavated 
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below the Old Parliament House lawns (that are visible from the viewing platform) it cut through a part of the State 
Circle Shale that was much richer with Monograptus exiguus fossils.   

Graptolites were marine animals that lived in colonies that drifted about the sea. Individual animals were tiny, and 
built a series of connected cups in which they lived, filtering their food from the water. Monograptus is so named 
because it has cups on only one side of the single strand formed by the colony. Other graptolites had cups on both 
sides of the strand, and the strands were often branched. The species name ‘exiguus’ means ‘scarce’.  

As they were widely distributed by ocean currents, and evolved rapidly, they can be used to correlate rocks of the 
same age, all around the world. They lived from about 510–320 million years ago. 

Monograptus is one such indicator fossil – it was first discovered in rocks in England, and is characteristic of a 
worldwide graptolite zone in the middle Telychian—that is about a third the way through the Silurian (438.5–433.4 
million years ago). 

The reddish-orange rock above the State Circle Shale is the Camp Hill Sandstone Member of the Canberra 
Formation (about 433 Ma). The State Circle Shale was deposited, deformed and eroded. The Camp Hill 
Sandstone Member was then deposited over the top. Poorly preserved brachiopods, corals and trilobites have 
been found in this unit, but they are also very rare. 
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2. Woolshed Creek (Canberra Formation; Candidate Atrypa duntroonensis) 

Location: On Hopkins Drive, pass under the Monaro Highway. Walk through the gate and 
follow the footpath under the Fairbairn Avenue bridge. 

Coordinates: 
35°17'54.30"S 149°10'43.50"E 
Zone 55S E 69810 N 6091684 – Elevation:580.2 m 

Lithology: Mudstone 

Stratigraphy: Canberra Formation 

Age: Silurian (Wenlock); 433–427 Ma (Ma = Million years) 

Depositional environment: Shallow Marine 

Fossils: Yes 

 
Figure 5 Satellite image of Fairbairn Avenue, Royal Military College Golf Club, and Woolshed Creek fossil site location of 
Atrypa duntroonensis. Red line shows the way to safely access the fossil site. Car parking may be on Hopkins Drive or near the 
cricket oval south of the Monaro Highway – source MinView; minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au. 

https://minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au/
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Figure 6 Woolshed Creek Fossil locality. 

This Geological Monument is registered and protected under heritage legislation. Please do not remove 
samples, or damage the outcrop. There is a good information board and display near the road bridge. 

This unassuming little site is important from both the scientific and historical perspectives. 

In 1844, the cleric, scholar and geologist, Rev. William B. Clarke (known as the ‘father of Australian geology’) 
recognised fossil brachiopods from this site as belonging to the genus Atrypa, which he knew were characteristic 
of Silurian-aged rocks throughout the world. At the time, not only were they the oldest known fossils in Australia, 
the mudstone they were in was the oldest Australian rock whose age could be determined. The brachiopod was 
scientifically described as Atrypa duntroonensis by Mitchell & Dun in 1920. The species name refers to the 
property near where the fossils were found, ‘Duntroon’ – now best known as Australia’s Military College. 

We now know these rocks were deposited in a shallow marine, tropical environment during the earliest part of the 
Tabberabberan Tectonic Cycle (ca 430–380 Ma). They were laid down about 430 Ma ago, on the ocean side of a 
volcanic island arc off the coast of Australia at that time. 
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Figure 7 Brachiopod Atrypa duntroonensis. 

The Woolshed Creek fauna includes seven species of brachiopods (of which A. duntroonensis is by far the most 
common), fragments of three or four different trilobites (mainly Batocara mitchelli, the others are very rare), and 
several corals, molluscs and bryozoans. 

The fossils are preserved in a mudstone towards the top of what is currently known as the Canberra Formation, 
which was deposited in the period ~433-427 Ma, and comprises mudstone, siltstone, minor sandstone, 
limestone, hornfels, dacitic ignimbrite, and volcaniclastic sediments. The mudstones of the Canberra Formation 
have been compressed, tilted and distorted, as can be seen in the Woolshed Creek outcrop.  

Brachiopods are shallow-water marine shellfish, which mostly live attached to a hard surface by a fleshy tether 
called a pedicle. They are bottom-dwelling filter feeders. They had two valves (or shells), one above, one below, 
hinged along one edge of the shell so can open to feed, or close - very rapidly - for protection. Although they 
look much like a clam, they belong to a completely different branch of the animal family tree. There are 
brachiopods living to this day, but their heyday was the Ordovician to Devonian. 

Atrypa duntroonensis was a medium-sized (25 mm long) brachiopod, with distinctive ‘frilly’ outgrowths of its 
shell. It had quite a weak pedicle, so perhaps their ornate shell helped anchor it in the sediment. In the 
Woolshed Creek outcrop, you can see multiple layers of closely packed valves – these layers represent storm 
events, where surges of storm-generated sediment tore thousands of brachiopods from their rock, killing the 
animal, and separating their two shells. The valves then were washed into quieter waters and buried by fine 
mud. 

The species is common in the Canberra Formation, and is now known from rocks of similar age near Bredbo, 
Cooma, and Delegate in south-eastern NSW. 
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3. Treasury Building (Canberra Formation; Candidate Batocara mitchelli) 

Location: Treasury Building, King Edward Terrace, Parkes, ACT 

Coordinates: 
35°17'54.30"S 149°07'44.40"E 

Zone 55S E 693467 N 6091792 – Elevation:590.2 m 

Lithology: Mudstone 

Stratigraphy: Canberra Formation 

Age: Silurian (Wenlock): 433 - 427 Ma (Ma = Million years) 

Depositional environment: Shallow marine 

Fossils: Yes 

 
Figure 8 Treasury Building, Parliamentary Triangle, ACT—view from Langton Crescent. 
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Figure 9 Plan of drill holes for the Secretariat site (later known as the Treasury Building), Parliamentary Triangle, ACT. (Best 
and Henderson 1968

1
i). Specimen was found in Diamond Drill Hole 25—red circle. 

 
Figure 10 Specimen CPC 18033—Batocara mitchelli in five centimetre wide drill core, Treasury Building, Parliamentary 
Triangle, ACT. 

 
1 Best and Henderson 1968. Geology and Foundation Conditions at the Secretariat Building Site, Canberra. BMR Record No 1968/111. 
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Batocara mitchelli is the most common trilobite found in the ACT. A typical, fully-grown individual would have been 
about four centimetres long. Its head and tail bear numerous small knobs forming a pattern distinctive of the 
species. The function of those ‘knobs’ is not known. 

Trilobites are an extinct group of arthropods (the same group as spiders, insects, shrimps and horseshoe crabs) 
that first appeared in the Cambrian period (540 million years ago) and died out in the great extinction event at the 
end of the Permian period (250 million years ago).  

Like all arthropods, trilobites had an external carapace, and numerous jointed limbs. They needed to moult out of 
their carapace to grow. As they moulted several times during their life, the most commonly found trilobite fossils 
are these disarticulated moulted parts – whole body fossils are usually very rare.  

Good outcrop of fossiliferous rocks in the ACT are uncommon. Many fossils that have been discovered in here 
come from underneath buildings. This is because the limestone that underlies much of Canberra often has large 
cavities within it, which could be disastrous if buildings and infrastructure were built on rock that was unable to 
support them. So building sites in and around Canberra undergo testing, usually by drilling a series of cores, 
before building is permitted. 

This almost complete specimen of Batocara mitchelli came from a drill core, 65 feet (20 metres) below where the 
Treasury Building now stands. So a five-centimetre diameter drill core happened to intersect with a very rare intact 
trilobite body fossil at 20 m below the ground – what are the chances?  

Batocara mitchelli is found in the Canberra Formation at Woolshed Creek, and in mudstones of the Walker 
Volcanics (~433-427 Ma) at Coppins Crossing, among other places in the ACT. It is also present in Silurian rocks 
north and south of Canberra, including Kosciuszko National Park, Bowning, Bredbo and even around Orange in 
the central west of New South Wales. 

As trilobites are found all over the world, are easily recognisable, and are limited to particular geological periods, 
they can be extremely useful for determining the age of the rocks in which they are preserved. 
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4. Coppins Crossing (Walker Volcanics, Candidate Gravicalymene coppinsensis) 

Location: 
The locality comprises several outcrops along the Molonglo River near Coppins 
Crossing, ~10 km west of Canberra city centre. Large parts of the site have been 
covered by the Lower Molonglo Wastewater treatment site. 

Coordinates: 
(general area) 

35°17'9.20"S 149°02'24.50"E 
Zone 55S E 685526 N 6093344 – Elevation:531.5 m 

Lithology: Grey to brown, lenticular mudstones and shales, interbedded with coral-rich 
limestones 

Stratigraphy: Walker Volcanics. 

Age: Silurian (Wenlock); 433-427 Ma (Ma = Million years) 

Depositional environment: Shallow marine environment, probably a slumped mudflow. 

Fossils: Yes 

 
Figure 11 Satellite image of Denman Prospect area, Lower Molonglo Nature Reserve, western Canberra, and approximate 
location of the Coppins Crossing fossil site location of Gravicalymene coppinsensis – source MinView; 
minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au 

https://minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au/
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Figure 12 Coppins Crossing, Lower Molonglo Nature Reserve. 

 

Figure 13 Gravicalymene coppinsensis. 
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Road works and construction work on a nearby residential development are currently (September 2020) being 
carried out, so please be careful, the road in this area can be busy and dangerous. 

This site is home to the ACT Fossil Emblem Candidate Gravicalymene coppinsensis, a trilobite from the Silurian. 
Trilobites are an extinct group of arthropods (the same group as spiders, insects, shrimps and horseshoe crabs) 
that first appeared in the Cambrian period (540 million of years ago) and died out in the great extinction event at 
the end of the Permian period (250 million years ago). Arthropods have an external carapace, and numerous 
jointed limbs. They need to moult out of their carapace to grow. As they moulted several times throughout their 
lives, the most commonly found trilobite fossils are these disarticulated moulted parts – whole body fossils are 
usually very rare.  

As trilobites are found all over the world, are easily recognisable, and are limited particular geological periods, they 
can be extremely useful for determining the age of the rocks in which they are preserved.  

In social media posts and articles on the ACT Fossil Emblem, you may have seen this candidate referred to as 
Apocalymene coppinsensis – by a timely quirk of fate, a scientific paper2 was published in mid-September 2020 in 
which this species was moved to the genus Gravicalymene, which better reflects its evolutionary relationships. 

As its species name indicates, this trilobite was described from specimens found near Coppins Crossing on the 
Molonglo River. It was found in mudstones and shales within the Walker Volcanics, which at about 430 Ma, is of a 
similar age to the Canberra Formation.  

The fauna from this locality consist of mainly bottom-dwelling animals living in a fairly shallow-water marine 
environment. It includes brachiopods (most common); ostracods (very common); trilobites (common); gastropods, 
bivalves, bryozoans, solitary corals, nautiloids, and receptaculitids (all rare).  

The Coppins Crossing fauna occurs in lenses of volcanic-derived sediments, within more widespread volcanic 
rock. Trilobite and brachiopod fossils are usually disarticulated and often broken, and are randomly orientated in 
the mudstone. This suggests that they were not buried in place, but carried at least a short distance, and buried in 
a rapid, chaotic event, probably when sediments slumped off the flank of a volcano. 

  

 
2 Smith, P.M. and Ebach, M.C., 2020. A new Ordovician (Katian) calymenid, Gravicalymene bakeri sp. nov., from the Gordon Group, Tasmania, 

Australia. Alcheringa: An Australasian Journal of Palaeontology, pp.1-9. DOI: 10.1080/03115518.2020.1797874 

https://doi.org/10.1080/03115518.2020.1797874
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5. Deakin Anticline (Yarralumla Formation, Candidate Retziella capricornae) 

Location: Behind Deakin shopping centre (Grosse Street), adjacent to the sports 
playing field 

Coordinates: 
35⁰18’54.54’’S 149⁰06’20.63’’E 
Zone 55S E 691427 N 608997 – Elevation:609.6 m 

Lithology: Fine sandstone and siltstone 

Stratigraphy: Yarralumla Formation 

Age: Mid-Silurian (Ludlow); 427–423 Ma (Ma = Million years) 

Depositional environment: Shallow marine 

Fossils: No 

 

Figure 14 Satellite image of Deakin and approximate location of the Deakin Anticline fossil site location. The actual fossil site is 
no longer accessible – source MinView; minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au 
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Figure 15 The Deakin Anticline, Deakin, ACT. 

 

Figure 16 Retziella capricornae from the Yarralumla Brick Pits. 
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The site is a registered geological monument. Please do not remove samples, or damage the outcrop. An 
information board explains the formation of this feature. 

The ACT Fossil Emblem candidate, brachiopod Retziella capricornae was found in the 427-423 Ma Yarralumla 
Formation. This is the youngest sedimentary unit found in Canberra, and is exposed at the Deakin Anticline. 
However, fossils have not been found here – the same formation in the Yarralumla Brick Pits (also known as the 
Canberra Brickworks) was the source of many fossils, including Retziella, but this site is now under development 
and no longer accessible. Complete shells are common elsewhere in the Yarralumla Formation. The Deakin 
Anticline—an interesting geological feature in its own right—was quarried to supply crushed rock, via a tramway, 
for the nearby Canberra Brickworks. It is a clear illustration of a simple anticlinal formation and a highly visible 
feature of the last marine incursion into the ACT region. 

Retziella is a brachiopod, a shallow-water marine shellfish that mostly live attached to a hard surface by a fleshy 
tether called a pedicle. They are bottom-dwelling filter feeders. They had two valves (or shells), one above, one 
below, hinged along one edge of the shell so it can open to feed, or close—very rapidly—for protection. Although 
they look much like a clam, they belong to a completely different branch of the animal family tree. There are 
brachiopods living to this day, but their heyday was the Ordovician to Devonian. 

At about 20 mm long, Retziella capricornae is smaller than the other brachiopod candidate, Atrypa duntroonensis, 
but has strong radial ribs, giving the shell greater strength, and a more robust pedicle, giving living shells greater 
resistance to storm action. It also lived in a shallow sea, where they were buried by frequent storm surges, but the 
amount of volcanic rock in the Yarralumla formation is even greater than in the Canberra formation below it. 

Retziella capricornae was first found near Rockhampton in Queensland, in Late Silurian (Přídolí) rocks - about 422 
Ma, and is also found in slightly older (Ludlow) rocks near Molong, Bredbo and Delegate in south-eastern NSW. 

The genus Retziella has been found in several countries around the world, and has given its name to a faunal 
province encompassing southern China, eastern Australia, and possibly Kazakhstan. South China and Australia 
were quite close in the Silurian. 
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Other geological sites 

Attunga Point 

Location: 3 minute walk northwest from the Southern Cross Yacht Club, Lotus Bay, Mariner 
Pl, Yarralumla ACT 

Coordinates: 
35°17'52.58"S 149°06'51.26"E 
Zone 55S E 692244 N 6091863 – Elevation:573.4 m 

Lithology: Sandstone, siltstone, mudstone 

Stratigraphy: Adaminaby Group > Abercrombie Formation 

Age: 479.4 Ma to 458.4 Ma 

Depositional 
environment: Deep marine 

Fossils: No 

 

Figure 17 Satellite image of the southern shoreline of Lake Burley Griffin showing Attunga Point – source MinView; 
minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au. 

https://minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au/
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Figure 18 Old quarry face of the Abercrombie Formation at Attunga Point. Look at how crumbly these rocks are. [Photo by 
Chris Lewis] 

This location is the site of an old quarry in the early 1900s. Much of the fine-grained mudstone has been quarried 
out for making clay bricks. 

These rocks were deposited in a deep-sea environment between 480 and 458 million years ago. Underwater 
landslides, called turbidity currents, moved sand and mud into the deep water. Over time this sand and mud turned 
into siltstones/mudstones and sandstones. 

Since then the rocks have become folded and metamorphosed. This has made the fine-grained rocks very 
fractured. The tougher sandstone rock is harder and is not as crumbly. 

Have a walk around this site. Can you see the different rock types? 

Look at how crumbly the fine-grained rocks is. Why do you think this is? 

Can you find the small white veins of quartz in the sandstone? 
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National Rock Garden – Federation Rocks 

Location: National Rock Garden, Barrenjoey Drive, ACT 

Coordinates: 
35°17'29.62"S 149°04'50.78"E 
Zone 55S E 689204 N 6092638 – Elevation:605.7 m 

Lithology: Various 

Stratigraphy: Various 

Age: Various 

Depositional environment: Various 

Fossils: Yes 

 

Figure 19 Satellite image of the southern shoreline of western Lake Burley Griffin – source MinView; 
minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au. 

The National Rock Garden is a tribute to the country’s geological legacy, displaying rock specimens from across 
the continent in a single location in the nation’s capital city, Canberra. 

Each of the eight large rocks is significant to the state or territory from which it comes and each has an interesting 
story to tell that is related to nation building, whether it be mineral resources and economic wealth, or building and 
decorative stones or rocks that shaped our iconic landscapes. Each rock is also a part of the geological story of 
the establishment of Australia as a continent. 

Can you see the different rocks for each state and territory? 

What are the rocks that contain fossils? Can you find them? 

Which rock is your favourite? 

https://minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au/
http://www.nationalrockgarden.com.au/
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Figure 20 The Federation Rocks at the National Rock Garden. [Photo by Chris Lewis] 

 

 

 

  

Left: 
Can you find this rock? 
 
What is it and what sorts of fossils can 
you see? 
 
 
 
Below: 
Can you find the tiny fossils (inside red 
ovals) in the Canberra Formation? 
 
You will have to look hard. 
 
What is the rock type? 

[Photos by Chris Lewis] 
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Questacon – Floating Granite Sphere 

Location: Questacon - National Science and Technology Centre 
King Edward Terrace, Parkes ACT 

Coordinates: 
35°17'53.34"S 149°07'52.79"E 
Zone 55S E 693794 N 6091810 – Elevation:589.3 m 

Lithology: Granite 

Stratigraphy: - 

Age: - 

Depositional 
environment: - 

Fossils: No 

 

Figure 21 Satellite image of the southern shoreline of Lake Burley Griffin near Capital Hill and the Parliamentary triangle – 
source MinView; minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au. 

Head around to the entrance of Questacon closest to Lake Burley Griffin. Around the tables and umbrellas, you 
will find a plinth/cradle with a granite sphere/ball on it. 

Granite forms deep in the earth when magma cools slowly. The slower the magma cools the larger the crystals in 
the granite. Look at how big some of the crystals on the sphere/ball are. These crystals are a mineral called 
feldspar. 

  

https://minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au/
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Taken from Questacon website:  
The granite ball weighs 633 kilograms and has a diameter of 750 millimetres. It sits within a cradle that has water 
being piped from its base. Mains pressure water is pushed up under the ball and spreads out across the base of 
the granite ball. The push of the water is just enough to lift the ball about one tenth of a millimetre against the pull 
of gravity. The water also acts as a lubricant when the ball spins. 

Can you move the granite sphere/ball? How easy is it to move? 

If there was no water in the cradle, do you think you could move the sphere/ball? 

What are the three main colours on the granite sphere/ball? 

 

  

Left: 
Floating granite sphere/ball at 
Questacon. 
 
Can you make it move? 
 
Is it easy or hard? 

[Photo by Chris Lewis] 

https://www.questacon.edu.au/visiting/galleries/outdoor/exhibits/granite-ball
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Black Mountain 

Location: Northern section of Black Mountain Drive at the top of Black Mountain 

Coordinates: 
35°16'25.97"S 149°05'51.36"E 
Zone 55S E 690776 N 6094564 – Elevation: 831.3 m 

Lithology: Sandstone 

Stratigraphy: Black Mountain Sandstone 

Age: 443.8 Ma to 433.4 Ma 

Depositional 
environment: Shallow marine – shelf 

Fossils: No 

 

Figure 22 Satellite image of the northern shoreline of Lake Burley Griffin showing Black Mountain, New Acton and Acton 
Peninsula – source MinView; minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au 

At the peak of Black Mountain, just north of Telstra Tower, you will find a small outcrop of rocks. 

The rocks that make up Black Mountain are grey coloured, thick-bedded, medium-grained sandstone. This 
sandstone is called the Black Mountain Sandstone. 

Did you know that the Black Mountain Sandstone is found in other areas around Canberra? It can be found at the 
Barton Highway – William Slim Drive – Gundaroo Drive round about, the peak of Mount Jerrabomberra across the 
border in NSW, and even under Parliament House. 

Sandstone is hard and less likely to fold and deform compared to siltstones or mudstones. When placed under 
strain, sandstone will often fracture. These fractures are then filled with fluids that can crystallise silica – quartz. 

Can you find the rock with quartz a quartz vein through it, just like the picture below? 

https://minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au/
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Figure 23 Small outcrop of Black Mountain Sandstone. 

 
Figure 24 Small boulder of Black Mountain Sandstone with quartz veining. Can you find it? 
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Research School of Earth Science – Australian National University 

Location: 63 Mills Rd, Acton, ACT 

Coordinates: 
35°17’02.78’’S 149°06’55.41’’E 
Zone 55S E 692378 N 6093398 – Elevation: 600.6 m 

Lithology: Various 

Stratigraphy: Various 

Age: Various 

Depositional 
environment: Shallow marine 

Fossils: Yes 

 

Figure 25 Satellite image of the northern shoreline of Lake Burley Griffin showing Black Mountain, New Acton and Acton 
Peninsula – source MinView; minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au 

If you want to become a geologist (someone who studies the solid Earth), you may undertake university studies. 
The Research School of Earth Science at the Australian National University (ANU) is one place you can study 
geology. 

Out the front of the main building, at 63 Mills Road, Acton, there are a number of rocks s in the garden bed. See if 
you can find all of the rocks that have fossils in them. 

How may rocks have fossils in them? 

Can you find the two rocks in the photos below? 

What sorts of fossils can you find? 

https://minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au/
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Figure 26 Google Maps (Street View) image of the front of the Research School of Earth Sciences, Australian National 
University. In the garden-bed just in front of the building are man specimens of rock some of these contain fossils. 

 

Right: 
Can you find the rock with the 
strange worm-like features? 

What do you think made these 
 
Above: 
Can you find the rock with the 
small cuspate shells? 
 
What sort of animal has shells 
like this? 
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Acton Peninsula 

Location: Acton Peninsula – eastern shore line near Lawson Crescent 

Coordinates: 
35°17’02.78’’ S 149°06’55.41’’E 
Zone 55S E 692696 N 6092717 – Elevation: 583.21 m 

Lithology: Mudstone and fossiliferous limestone 

Stratigraphy: Canberra Formation 

Age: 443.8 Ma to 438.5 Ma 

Depositional 
environment: Shallow marine - shelf 

Fossils: Yes 

 

Figure 27 Satellite image of the northern shoreline of Lake Burley Griffin showing Black Mountain, New Acton and Acton 
Peninsula – source MinView; minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au 

On Acton Peninsula, you can visit the National Museum of Australia. Just down the road from the museum is an 
outcrop of Canberra Formation. 

The rocks outcrop near the edge of Lake Burley Griffin. Be careful at this site as the rocks may become slippery 
especially if they are wet. Keep watch over young children and others who may be susceptible to slips, trips and 
falls. 

There are very few fossils at this site. We know rocks at this site are limestone because the weathering feature in 
Figure 29 are characteristic of limestone. Rainwater is very slightly acidic and when it falls on the limestone rocks it 
dissolves of the rock before running off the rock-face is small channels. 

This process of chemical erosion makes the surface of the limestone sharp. Watch out. 

https://minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au/
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Figure 28 Outcrop of Canberra Formation limestone on the shoreline of Lake Burley Griffin. 

 
Figure 29 Close-up photo of the Canberra Formation limestone. Can you see the small channels caused by chemical erosion 
on the surface of the rock?  
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Geoscience Australia – Geological TimeWalk 

Location: Geoscience Australia 
101 Jerrabomberra Avenue, Symonston ACT 

Coordinates: 35°20’34.63’’ S 149°09’30.05’’E 
Zone 55S E 696143 N 6086786 – Elevation: 595.90 m 

Lithology: Various 

Stratigraphy: Various 

Age: 4600 million years - today 

Depositional 
environment: Various 

Fossils: Yes 

 
Figure 30 Satellite image of Symonston, ACT, showing the Geoscience Australia building and Geological TimeWalk (red line) – 
source MinView; minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au 

Travel through 4.6 billion years of Earth history in 1.1 kilometres on the Geoscience Australia Geological 
TimeWalk. You can take the journey through geological time in person, online or through the app. Visit the 
Geoscience Australia website—www.ga.gov.au. 

The time walk has many rock and fossil specimens, including the oldest terrestrial material on Earth—Jack Hills 
zircon (a mineral) 4.4 billion years old. 

Can you find the fossilised trees? 

How many are there, and are they of different age? Hint: one is Permian-aged (258 Ma). 

https://minview.geoscience.nsw.gov.au/
http://www.ga.gov.au/
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Left: 
Glossopteris tree. These cool 
climate trees once grew across 
Australia, India, Africa and South 
America. 
 
Below: 
Can you find this fossilised wood 
on the Geological TimeWalk? 
 
How old is it compared to 
Glossopteris? 

Left: 
What are the small circular 
impressions preserved in this 
Neoproterozoic-aged sandstone. 
 
How much older are than the 
fossilised trees? 
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Additional materials 
 

The Geological Society of Australia has a number of publications available for purchase, including: 

• A geological guide to Canberra Region and Namadgi National Park 

• Images in Stone – A guide to the building stones of Parliament House. 

These may be ordered through the Geological Society of Australia website—www.gsa.org.au 

 

 

Geoscience Australia has many rock, fossil, mineral, meteorite and many more specimens on display in its foyer 
area. Public areas are open Monday to Friday 9am-5pm with the exception of public holidays and are designed for 
a self-guided experience. Be sure to visit the Geoscience Australia website to find out what else there is to see 
and do—www.ga.gov.au. 

 

 

There are many more geological sites to explore within the Australian Capital Territory and surrounds. Go and find 
out for yourself the Earth history of your part of the world. 

 

 

—  Every rock has a story; it is up to us to tell it  — 

 

 

 

 

www.gsa.org.au
http://www.ga.gov.au/
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